
+ PSI Smart Grid

PSIngo/EV 
Grid integration of private and public 
charging infrastructure

+ Platform-based solution for automation, monitoring and control  
 of electric grids in the cloud
+ Grid status determination for early detection of impending grid congestions
+ Congestion detection despite insufficient measurement information
+ Based on measurements in the local substation use of historic measured values
+ AI use for substitute value generation if needed
+  Support for hybrid comunication channels such as LoraWAN 
 and classic telecontrol protocols
+ Interfaces to the back-end systems of the charging station operators, 
 grid control systems and measurement operations
+ Robust solution of economic grid operation

The intelligent backbone of the mobility transition

„For growing challenges, design 
an equally growing solution“



PSIngo/EV
+  System provisioning in high-availability 

PSI computer center
+  Interface to back-end of the mobility 
 service providers
+  Integration of measurement points 
 (IEC 60870-5-104, OCPP, LORA)
+  Installation and parameterization 
 of the PSIngo/Hub
+   Integration tests
+   Project support  
+  Training for project team
+ Documentation 
+ Integration of existing hardware 
 (I/O cards) 
+ Licensing by ,,PSIngo365“ cloud version
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+ PSI Smart Grid

The reductions required for achieving the CO2 targets 
have significant effects on the capacity limits in the low 
voltage grid. The increasing market penetration of e-mobility 
could be realized faster in various areas if it was not for the 
slower rollout of intelligent measurement systems. The de-
ciding factor for the grid integration of e-mobility is not the 
number of e-vehicle registrations. Rather, the number of 
simultaneous charging processes limits the remaining capa-
city of the electric grid. This means that even a small num-
ber of charging stations can overload the grid. Even more 
difficult is the fact that the causes of congestions are often 
unknown since no measurements are available for the low 
voltage grid and the municipal utility operators often do not 
have sufficient information about the charging locations and 
charging behavior. 

Therefore, grid-driven control of the charging infrastructure 
is currently not possible. Neither are there any incentives for 

adapting the time and duration of the charging processes based 
on the current generation and grid situation. 

Based on the smart grid platform Intelligent Grid Operator, 
PSI GridConnect offers the module PSIngo/EV as a load 
and charging management system for operational manage-
ment of grid-critical use cases. It is a robust software for 
cost-efficient digitization of distribution grids to ensure 
stable and reliable operations within the current technical 
framework conditions. It allows activation of available po-
wer reserves and detection of grid congestions before they 
actually occur. The objective is elimination of unscheduled 
long-term interventions and the resulting charging difficul-
ties for the end customers. From an economic perspective, 
using cloud technology and AI reduces the process and ope-
rations costs. 

Efficient load management for seamless grid integration


